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Abstract

An ontology for capturing both data and the semantics of chemical kinetic reaction

mechanisms has been developed. Such mechanisms can be applied to simulate and un-

derstand the behaviour of chemical processes, for example, the emission of pollutants

from internal combustion engines. An ontology development methodology was used to

produce the semantic model of the mechanisms, and a tool was developed to automate

the assertion process. As part of the development methodology, the ontology is form-

ally represented using OWL, assessed by domain experts and validated by applying a
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reasoning tool. The resulting ontology, termed OntoKin, has been used to represent

example mechanisms from the literature. OntoKin and its instantiations are integrated

to create a Knowledge Base (KB), which is deployed using the RDF4J triple store. The

use of the OntoKin ontology and the KB is demonstrated for three use cases - query-

ing across mechanisms, modelling atmospheric pollution dispersion and a mechanism

browser tool. As part of the query use-case, the OntoKin tools have been applied by

a chemist to identify variations in the rate of a prompt NOx formation reaction in the

combustion of ammonia as represented by four mechanisms in the literature.

Introduction

The Semantic Web1 o�ers the ability to attach meaning to data and represent extracted

knowledge from data. Ontologies2 are the core means to represent data, its meaning and

knowledge about data on the Semantic Web. Agents3 can use the Semantic Web easily to �nd

ontologies to assist (human and non-human) users. Having been in�uenced by the Semantic

Web, many people have taken the initiative to build a Chemical Semantic Web4,5 using

chemical ontologies6,7 to meet an increasing interest to generate knowledge from chemical

data and to facilitate data sharing8.

A number of ontologies have been developed to capture and represent the semantics and

knowledge of chemicals and chemical interactions with di�erent levels of granularity. The

Chemicals ontology7 was developed to represent elements and chemical substances. Sankar

and Aghila 9 applied the same methodology used to develop the Chemicals ontology to build

an ontology for organic reactions, and developed the Chemical Ontological Support Sys-

tem (COSS) to retrieve instances of di�erent types of organic reactions using a semantic

search. Hastings et al. 4 created an ontology represented in OWL (Web Ontology Language)

to classify chemical compounds based on their structure. Marquardt and co-workers de-

veloped OntoCAPE (Ontology for Computer Aided Process Modelling) as a formal ontology

for modelling chemical process engineering10, including the concepts of elements, species,
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molecular entities and reactions.

In addition, a number of cross-domain ontologies that cover aspects of chemical mod-

elling have been developed. ChEBI11 is an ontology created for representing concepts and

relations (object properties) belonging to chemistry and biology. ChEBI supports the struc-

tural description of `small' molecules. Hill et al. 12 combined ChEBI and the Gene Ontology

to develop the BioChEBI ontology to integrate chemical and biological descriptions of gene

products. CompChem13 was developed as an RDF-based representation of the semantics

of computational chemistry calculations, whilst the Gainesville Core ontology14 allows the

description of the geometric structure of molecules. PubChemRDF15 represents structures

and metadata of chemical substances and compounds. In addition to chemical semantic

resources, there are initiatives that have led to well-established chemical databases (Pub-

Chem16, PrIMe17 and Reaxys (https://www.reaxys.com) - to name a few).

A chemical kinetic reaction mechanism (also termed mechanism or reaction mechan-

ism) is a fundamental part of simulations to investigate the behaviour of chemical processes

such as the emission of pollutants from combustion processes. The J-Park Simulator (JPS)

(http://www.theworldavatar.com) is an example of an intelligent application toolset that,

following ideas discussed by Kraft and Mosbach 8 , uses semantic representation to harnesses

the reasoning and inferencing power of ontologies to perform cross-domain simulations. We

can apply ideas related to the Chemical Semantic Web to address the needs of the com-

bustion community, where there is an interest in understanding how the chemistry of a fuel

a�ects its performance. Mechanisms for fuels can be very complex, containing thousands

of species and reactions. One challenge facing the community is the inconsistency between

di�erent models of the same fuel, where models have been developed for di�erent situations

and tested against di�erent data. Ideally, such models should be consistent and universally

applicable.

The purpose of this paper is to take steps towards addressing these issues by developing

an ontology to represent chemical kinetic reaction mechanisms. Whenever possible, we reuse
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concepts and object properties from existing ontologies, in particular OntoCAPE. The paper

makes the following contributions:

� The development of OntoKin, an ontology for representing reaction mechanisms.

� A Knowledge Base (KB), which includes OntoKin and representations of mechanisms

using OWL. This KB consists of two components: TBox and ABox. The TBox provides

general knowledge (also known as intensional knowledge) about domains of interest in

the form of concepts, relations between them and properties that describe them. The

concepts form the terminology of the domains involved, thus called terminological box

or TBox. OntoKin is the TBox of the KB. On the other hand, the ABox provides

knowledge speci�c to instances belonging to the domains. Such knowledge is termed

existential knowledge or assertional knowledge, thus called assertional box or ABox.

Reaction mechanisms form the ABox of the KB.

� An ABox Manager tool to convert mechanisms from CHEMKIN format to OWL, and

vice versa. CHEMKIN-III18,19, and its predecessors and successors, de�ned a de facto

standard �le format for mechanisms in the combustion community.

The paper is structured as follows. The subsequent section gives an overview of the

J-Park Simulator (JPS), which is the context of this work. Later, the Development of

OntoKin section describes the methodological approach and creation of the ontology and the

Population of the Knowledge Base section shows how the KB was �lled in with mechanisms.

Finally, we present some Use Cases to demonstrate the application of OntoKin and draw

Conclusions.

J-Park Simulator (JPS) and the World Avatar

JPS is an instance of the World Avatar project (http://www.theworldavatar.com) to de-

velop a decentralized system that supports data-driven decision making via the use of data
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and models that are represented and linked using a knowledge graph. The approach allows

the use of automated intelligent software agents to generate, store and analyse data, and

enables the interoperability of data and models across multiple domains.

JPS structures data using a knowledge graph built upon the principles of linked data

using ontologies. This enables the encoding of data (both real-world observations and model

output) to record the state of a system and models (both physics-based and data-based

models) to describe the behavior of a system as a function of its state and other model

parameters. JPS facilitates automation of tasks via the introduction of computational and

representational agents to operate on the knowledge graph. Eibeck et al. 20 broadly classi�ed

the JPS agents into Types 0, 1, ..., 4 based on their activities. Agents are represented using

the OntoAgent ontology 21. Complete integration of newly developed agents with OntoAgent

extends the agent eco-system of JPS.

JPS has been applied to many aspects of Industry 4.022. One example concerns the

Eco-Industrial Park (EIP) on Jurong Island in Singapore. An EIP is a group of product

manufacturers and service providers working together based on exchange relations to ad-

dress issues related to pollution and reuse (of waste materials) to achieve environmental and

economic bene�t23. In an EIP, the geographical vicinity of enterprises forming the group

is important for cost e�ciency and environmental footprint reduction24. EIPs may include

material exchanges, energy systems and wastewater treatment networks, which can be mod-

elled at di�erent levels such as unit operations, processes, plants and networks as well as

optimized for improved performance25,26.

In the context of JPS, ontologies including OntoEIP, the EIP energy system ontology

and the biodiesel plant ontology have been developed by extending the relevant branches

of OntoCAPE27. OntoEIP is an ontology designed for creating a knowledge base with

information originating from resource and transportation networks, chemical process systems

and plants for managing an EIP28. The EIP energy system ontology was developed for

building a decision-making system by integrating data from heterogeneous sources29. The
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biodiesel plant ontology was built for creating a knowledge base with information about the

process simulation and optimization of biodiesel production30.

One application of interest is to couple simulations of emissions from internal combustion

engines to simulations of the atmospheric dispersion of these emissions. This requires a

chemical model (i.e. a reaction mechanism) for the fuel used by the engine to be represented

as part of the knowledge graph. The work described in this paper is positioned within

this context. It addresses the needs of JPS by developing an ontology to represent chemical

mechanisms and a knowledge base to store corresponding mechanism data. This will support

the automation of processes within JPS by enabling the introduction of intelligent agents to

query the knowledge base, which becomes part of the JPS knowledge graph, to search for,

�nd and extract mechanisms for a given task.

The Development of OntoKin

An iterative approach was used to develop the ontology. This allowed learning from previous

iterations to be incorporated into the development process to improve the quality of the

ontology. At each iteration, three sequential top level activities were performed � preparation,

creation and/or modi�cation and quality assessment � to accomplish a macro task. For

example, to extend the ontology to include a de�ned set of additional concepts and object

properties.

� Preparation: Decide the tasks that will be executed in the current iteration and who

should be involved for the successful accomplishment of the tasks.

� Creation and/or Modi�cation: Create and/or modify the ontological TBox31 consisting

of concepts, relations between them and properties, possibly with assignment of their

domains and ranges.

� Quality assessment: Assess the quality of the completed subtasks to identify oppor-

tunities to improve other areas of the TBox.
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These activities follow the ontology development approaches proposed by Grüninger

and Fox 32 , Uschold and King 33 , Noy and McGuinness 34 , Pinto and Martins 35 , Giunchiglia

et al. 36,37 and Fernandez-Lopez et al. 38 . The following subsections describe the steps in-

cluded in each phase in order to demonstrate how we developed the OntoKin ontology.

Preparation

The preparation task is a sequential combination of understanding the purpose33,35 and

motivating scenario32, identifying competency questions32,34 and de�ning the scope34,35.

Identify Purpose

A purpose consists of three aspects - what, who and how . `What' refers to the intended uses

of the ontology being developed, `who' speci�es the intended users of the ontology, and `how'

refers to how it is going to be used.

The uses (what) of OntoKin are manifold. Firstly, to add semantics to mechanisms in

order to allow agents to comprehend them automatically. Secondly, to support semantics-

enabled complex query answering. Chemical engineers, combustion scientists, chemists and

materials scientists are potential users (who) of the ontology. OntoKin is intended to be

used (how) in the development of a KB.

Motivating Scenario

Data interoperability across many chemical engineering systems which deal with kinetics was

one of the issues encountered within the community. Use of OntoKin will have the potential

to allow such systems to communicate data without human intervention. Detecting species

thermodynamic data and transport data inconsistency across existing mechanisms will reduce

the manual steps in creating a new mechanism from them.
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Competency Questions

The ontology developers or ontologists with the help of domain experts compile a list of

questions that the TBox and ABox separately or combined must be able to answer. It

is usually produced in a number of iterations in meetings between ontologists and domain

experts. The goal is to collect all possible questions that the domain experts are interested

in to query.

A list of example questions which needs the presence of both TBox and ABox statements

of OntoKin is given as follows.

� How many Three-body Reactions are involved in a given Reaction Mechanism?

� List all Rate Coe�cients used in a given Reaction Mechanism.

� Which Reaction Mechanisms are created by Person P and have a Reference to a

Journal article?

On the other hand, a list of example questions which can be answered with statements

provided in the OntoKin TBox is as follows.

� Is Troe Reaction a Fall-o� Reaction, or General Pressure Dependent Reaction?

� Can the Coverage Dependency property be applied to a Gas-phase Reaction?

� What are the special properties of di�erent types of Rate Coe�cients?

The example question on Troe Reaction helped ontologists to understand that users are

interested in the hierarchy of reactions, while the Coverage Dependency property and the

special properties of Rate Coe�cient questions emphasized the fact that the properties of

these concepts should be modelled explicitly by setting their domains and ranges.

A list of example questions which requires statements generated through instantiations

of classes and properties and encoded in OntoKin ABoxes is as follows.
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� List all Reaction Mechanisms that contain Species S1, S2 and S3.

� Show the high-temperature thermodynamic data of all Species in a given Reaction

Mechanism.

� Compare the rate constant parameters of the reaction O + C3H4
−−⇀↽−− CH3 + HCCO

in all the mechanisms in which it appears.

Identify Scope

With reference to the Motivating Scenario and Competency Questions described in the pre-

vious subsections, the domains Chemical Engineering and Publication were found pertinent.

The Mechanism subdomain was found relevant for the former and the Reference subdomain

for the latter. The following topics of the former domain were identi�ed as relevant:

� Phase: A phase of a substance is a form of matter that is uniform throughout in

chemical composition and state (i.e. a particular solid, liquid, or gas). Note that the

ontological modelling of the liquid phase is beyond the scope of this paper.

� Chemical Reaction: A process in which one or more substances, the reactants, are

converted to one or more new and entirely di�erent substances, the products. In

chemistry, substances are either chemical elements or compounds. A chemical reaction

rearranges the constituent atoms of the reactants to create di�erent substances as

products.

� Rate Coe�cients: The coe�cients used to evaluate the rate constant that appears in

a reaction rate expression.

� Species: An ensemble of chemically identical molecular entities.

� Thermodynamic Model: A model that speci�es the relationship between certain in-

tensive thermodynamic state variables.
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� Transport Model: A model that speci�es how to calculate the transport properties of

species within a phase.

On the other hand, for the Reference subdomain, the topics which were found relevant

are as follows:

� Article: A scienti�c document published in a publishing outlet, e.g. a journal or

conference proceedings.

� Author: The creator of an article, e.g. a person or an organization.

� Type of reference: The type or category of a reference, e.g. a journal article or a

proceedings article.

Creation and/or Modi�cation

The creation and/or modi�cation task is a sequential combination of concept and property

identi�cation33,37, analysis37, synthesis37, standardization36,37 and formalization35,37,38.

Concept and Property Identi�cation

A concept is the representative name of a group of things. A property is a means to character-

ize a concept. Property can be classi�ed into two kinds: data property and object property.

A data property is a means to characterize a concept with a data value, while an object

property is a means to characterize a concept by relating it to another concept.

In order to develop the OntoKin ontology, concepts and properties were extracted from

domain experts and published resources. Notable resources include research papers, tech-

nical reports for example,18,19,39 and chemical process knowledge. This involved signi�cant

contributions and input from domain experts. As recommended by the domain experts, 20

mechanisms were studied thoroughly. The mechanisms were chosen to have good coverage
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of di�erent types of species and reactions. The technical reports provided detailed math-

ematical descriptions of the thermodynamic model (thermo model from now on), transport

model and rate coe�cient models.

For the topics of the Reference subdomain (provided in the Identify Scope section), the

Bibliographic Ontology (http://bibliontology.com/), Dublin Core (http://dublincore.

org/) and FOAF (http://xmlns.com/foaf) were consulted to extract concepts related to

Author, Article and Type of Reference. In the end, 57 atomic concepts were identi�ed. The

number of identi�ed object properties and data properties is 35 and 100, respectively.

Analysis

The goal of the analysis phase is twofold: to �nd clusters of homogenous concepts and

to understand properties of concepts. We call each cluster a haplotype, as opposed to an

isolate, which is a concept that does not belong to any cluster. In a haplotype, concepts are

connected with is-a relations. The amount of isolates is an indication of how hierarchical an

ontology is. The bigger the amount of isolates belonging to an ontology, the less hierarchical

the ontology is. A haplotype consists of a root concept and one or more child concepts. Each

child concept in a haplotype is de�ned with respect to its direct parent(s). The de�nition

also includes properties of a concept to distinguish from its siblings.

In the analysis phase, a de�nition is added to each concept of the OntoKin ontology with

respect to a parent concept and a distinguishable object property whenenver possible. Some

examples are provided below:

� Gas-Phase Reaction: A Chemical Reaction that occurs in the Gas Phase.

� Arrhenius Reaction: A Gas-Phase Reaction that is described by an Arrhenius law.

� Surface Reaction: A Chemical Reaction that involves an adsorbed species or desorption

of products into the gas phase, or adsorption of reactants from the gas phase onto the

surface.
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� Sticking Coe�cient Reaction: A Surface Reaction that is described by a sticking coef-

�cient rate model.

Synthesis

This phase combines the analytical understanding of concepts and properties to create

concept hierarchies and/or object property-based relationships between concepts for de-

veloping the ontology. A concept hierarchy is created using is-a (more speci�c) or part-of

(meronymy) relations. The creation of hierarchy and object relationships is exempli�ed as

follows. A Gas-Phase Reaction is more speci�c than a Chemical Reaction. This is due to the

fact that the former holds all the properties of the latter. In addition, the former also holds

an object property which expresses that it belongs to the Gas Phase. Similarly, the Surface

Reaction is more speci�c than a Chemical Reaction. Here the former holds a specialized ob-

ject property which represents that it belongs to a material. By following this approach, we

have developed the OntoKin ontology. The key concepts and object properties of OntoKin

are depicted in Figure 1.

To enable semantic interoperability across the chemical space, OntoKin has been mapped

to OntoCAPE, which is one of the major ontologies for representing chemical processes.

We also looked carefully at other existing chemical ontologies including PubChemRDF and

ChEBI. However, their ontological infrastructures were not designed to support the repres-

entation of chemical processes, hence, they are not suitable for our purpose. The mapped

concepts and properties are denoted by an asterisk (*) in Figure 1. As shown in this �gure,

the OntoKin ontology is conceptually divided into 5 modules, each of which is described

below.

� Reaction Mechanism: A reaction mechanism refers to a set of elementary reactions with

speci�c rate laws, for example to model the combustion of hydrogen. The reaction

mechanism module is linked to the phase module to model the fact that a reaction

mechanism contains a gas phase and may contain any number of (solid) materials.
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* Denotes concepts and relations defined by OntoCAPE.

Figure 1: The core concepts and properties of the OntoKin ontology.

A relation is established between each of these concepts and the reaction mechanism

using the containedIn object property.

� Phase: The phase module includes gas phase, site phase and bulk phase as subclasses of

phase, where site and bulk phases exist as part of a material. Note that the ontological
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modelling (or representation) of liquid phases is beyond the scope of the current work.

� Chemical Reaction: In the ontology, both the reactants and products are represented

as species or molecular entities. The ontology models gas-phase reactions, where the

reactants and products exclusively belong to the gas phase, and surface reactions, where

the reactants and products belong to a combination of the gas phase and a material.

The ontology models each reaction in terms of a forward reaction and a reverse reaction

to allow for the possibility that the reaction is reversible, i.e. that it may convert both

reactants to products and products to reactants.

The ratio in which the reactants combine and the corresponding proportion of products

participating in a chemical reaction are modelled using a stoichiometric coe�cient. The

order of reaction with respect to each reactant participating in the forward reaction

and each product participating in the reverse reaction (if one exists) is modelled using

a reaction order. In other words, the order of reaction with respect to an entity is the

exponent to which the term for the entity is raised in the reaction rate equation.

The ontology includes a number of common reaction rate models, including Arrhenius,

Landau-Teller and fall-o� models for gas-phase reactions, and coverage-dependent and

sticking coe�cient models for surface reactions.

� Rate Coe�cients : The details of the coe�cients that are required depend on the choice

of rate model.

� Species : The elemental composition of a species or molecular entity is modelled using

an element number to describe the multiplicity of each chemical element appearing in

the species.

Each species or molecular entity may be associated with a thermo model describing

its thermodynamic properties (for example, enthalpy, heat capacity and entropy) and

a transport model describing its transport properties (for example, viscosity, thermal

conductivity and di�usion coe�cients).
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A subset of data properties of the OntoKin ontology is shown in Table 1. The OntoKin on-

tology can represent mechanisms consisting of a set of chemical reactions occurring between

species. A species is composed of elements (for example, water is composed of hydrogen and

oxygen) and may exist in di�erent phases (for example, water may exist in a gas phase or

may be adsorbed on some surface phase). With respect to a given reaction, the reactants are

the set of species consumed by the reaction and the products are the set of species produced

by the reaction. The ontology can represent the relations between these concepts as well as

data and metadata about instances of them.

Table 1: Description of some example data properties.

Property Name Description

hasPreExponentialFactor The pre-exponential factor in an Arrhenius rate constant

hasTemperatureExponent The temperature exponent in a modi�ed Arrhenius rate constant

hasActivationEnergy The activation energy in an Arrhenius rate constant

hasEquation A string that shows the reaction equation

hasBulkSpeciesDensity Density of a bulk phase species

hasSiteDensity The number of sites per unit area on a surface (i.e. a site phase)

hasOccupancy Number of surface sites occupied by a surface species

hasAtomicMass Atomic mass of an element

An example reaction is 2H2 + 1O2 −−→ 2H2O. H2, O2 and H2O are species, of

which H2 and O2 are reactants and H2O is a product. The elements contained within this

set of species are H and O. The relation between a chemical entity and a reaction can be

expressed as: a reaction having a reactant (O2), which is composed of a species (O2) and a

stoichiometric coe�cient (1), expressing the amount of the species consumed by the reaction.

Following are some examples of data: the reaction rate (to describe the speed of a reaction)

and thermodynamic data (to describe the enthalpy, heat capacity and entropy of a species

as a function of temperature and pressure). Metadata can be exempli�ed as the creator of

the mechanism and bibliographic data about where it was published.
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Standardization

This is performed in collaboration with domain experts, who based on their experience decide

the preferred terms for the concepts which are denoted by multiple terms. For example, in

the development of OntoKin, Rate Coe�cient is preferred over Reaction Rate Model.

Formalization

Concepts and properties are formally de�ned using a logic language as the formalization

provides their unambiguous de�nitions, and allows users to check the consistency of the

ontology. Description Logic (DL) was selected as the logic language as it is simple and yet

powerful enough to ful�ll our purpose. Some example formalizations using DL are given

in Table 2. The ontology is codi�ed using an ontology representation language. OWL is

Table 2: Formalization of some example concepts using DL.

DL Axiom English sentence

GasPhaseReaction ≡ ChemicalReaction u A chemical reaction that (always) belongs to (or
∀belongsToPhase.GasPhase occurs in) the gas phase.

ArrheniusReaction ≡ GasPhaseReaction u A gas-phase reaction that (always) has an Arrhenius
∀hasArrheniousCoe�cient.ArrheniousCoe�cient reaction rate model.

SurfaceReaction ≡ ChemicalReaction u A chemical reaction that (always) belongs to a
∀belongsToMaterial.Material material (or occurs on a surface).

StickingCoe�cientReaction ≡ SurfaceReaction u A surface reaction that (always) has a sticking
∀hasStickingCoe�cient.StickingCoe�cient coe�cient reaction rate model.

selected as it is su�cient for our purpose. Concepts and is-a relations between concepts

are represented using the owl:Class and rdfs:subClassOf constructs, respectively. Object

properties are represented using the owl:ObjectProperty. The equivalence (≡), intersection of

(u) and union of (t) relations, are represented using owl:equivalentClass, owl:intersectionOf

and owl:unionOf, respectively. The universal quanti�cation (∀) and existential quanti�cation

(∃) are represented using owl:allValuesFrom and owl:someValuesFrom, respectively. In terms

of expressivity and reasoning, the ontological representation of OntoKin is valid in OWL 1
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and OWL 2, such that reasoners compatible with DL SROIQ40 can respond to reasoning

and inference-based queries.

Quality Assessment

Both the domain experts and ontology experts actively participate to assess the quality of the

ontology. The assessment proceeds with the execution of automatic and manual procedures.

Evaluation

This step includes the measurement of the ease of query writing, types of queries supported

and the query performance. The measurement aspects are described below:

� Ease of query writing: The amount of minimum number of triples needs to be included

in a query to retrieve the intended result. For example, knowing the International-

ized Resource Identi�er (IRI) of a chemical reaction, how many triples are required

to be written to extract its equation and the phase to which it belongs? Note that

some instances are created for the evaluation. Writing only one triple was enough

to extract the equation. The triple was the following: ?chemical_reaction_iri on-

tokin:hasEquation ?equation. Similarly to the reaction equation, the phase extrac-

tion was successfully performed with only one triple, which is as follows: ?chem-

ical_reaction_iri ontokin:belongsToPhase ?phase. However, three triples were needed

to query the name of the mechanism to which a reaction belongs. Queries which involve

more than one triple were investigated further to see if the number of triples could be

reduced.

� Types of queries supported: For a given set of information modelled in an ontology, how

many di�erent types of queries can be performed? For example, following the �nding

of a chemical reaction in a mechanism, what are the other mechanisms containing the

same reaction? Also, what would be the rate coe�cients of the same chemical reaction
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in all the mechanisms in which it appears?

� Query performance: The indicator for measuring query performance is the time dur-

ation each query takes between the moment of submission and returning the result.

Queries which return results in less than a second are marked as satisfactory. However,

queries which do not �t into one second upper limit are investigated further in order to

improve their performance by applying the following two modi�cation techniques: the

query modi�cation and ontological model modi�cation. The query modi�cation deals

with the alternative way of writing the query to achieve the same result, while the

ontological model modi�cation deals with the change of the already created model.

Validation

In the validation step, the ontology is assessed from the accuracy and correctness per-

spectives by applying a combination of a set of manual and automatic processes. Firstly,

the logical consistency of the ontological TBox and ABox is veri�ed with HermiT (http:

//www.hermit-reasoner.com/), a reasoner developed for OWL ontologies41. Secondly, the

domain experts and ontology experts validate the ontological modelling. The experts also

validate the correctness of object properties and data properties in terms of their domain

(concept) and range (concept or data type).

An archived version of the OntoKin ontology is available via the University of Cambridge

data repository at https://doi.org/10.17863/CAM.35439 and the living version of the on-

tology is available via the JPS website at http://www.theworldavatar.com/kb/ontokin/

ontokin.owl.

Population of the Knowledge Base

A preliminary knowledge base (KB) by integrating OntoKin with ontological representation

of 34 publicly available mechanisms obtained from research organizations including universit-
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ies and scienti�c laboratories. The largest mechanism contained approximately 3,000 species

and 19,000 chemical reactions. The smallest mechanism, on the other hand, contained as

few as 14 species and 33 reactions. The mechanisms can be analysed from the perspective

of the level of granularity and the parametric conditions. The level of granularity relates

to whether it is a detailed mechanism that attempts to describe the full chemistry of a

system, or a reduced mechanism that attempts to mimic the behavior of the full chemistry

under a restricted set of conditions. The parametric conditions relate to whether di�erent

mechanisms describe things that purport to describe the same physics in the same way.

Figure 2 shows the toolset used to populate the KB. The toolset includes an ABox Man-

ager that uses the OntoKin TBox and OWL API (https://github.com/owlcs/owlapi)

to convert CHEMKIN18,19 mechanism �les to OntoKin ABoxes, and a KB Generator that

imports the OntoKin TBox and ABox(es) into a KB. The KB was deployed using the RDF4J

(http://rdf4j.org) triple store. The toolset supports running the conversion and import

independently as batch processes.

The ABox Manager was developed using CHEMKIN mechanisms to provide examples of

the mapping to the ontology. CHEMKIN mechanisms can consist of up to four �les. The

main �le speci�es the chemical elements, the species and reactions that belong to the gas

phase, and optionally, thermodynamic data for species in this �le. A second �le speci�es

any materials, any site and bulk phases that belong to a material, any species that belong

to these phases, any thermodynamic data for these species, and any reactions that belong

to a material. These �les may be supplemented by thermodynamic and transport data �les.

These provide data for any species for which thermodynamic and transport data have not

been de�ned. In the current work, the thermodynamic data is in the form of 7-coe�cient

NASA polynomials39. Bidirectional conversion was used to prove that the ABox Manager

faithfully preserved the source data, and facilitates backward compatibility.
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Figure 2: The toolset for generating the OntoKin KB.

Use Cases

This section introduces some use cases to show how Semantic Web technologies such as the

OntoKin ontology and knowledge base can add value. The use cases show examples of how
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mechanisms can be uploaded, compared, queried and employed for modelling.

OntoKin System Development: Mechanism Upload and Querying

OntoKin has been developed to allow any user to upload chemical mechanisms to the On-

toKin KB, and to query the KB to retrieve and compare species and reaction data. The

following are examples of the types of queries that are of interest to di�erent practitioners:

� Show all of the mechanisms available in the knowledge base.

� Show mechanisms that contain a speci�c species, e.g. O2.

� Show thermodynamic data of a speci�c species in all of the mechanisms in which the

species appears.

� Compare thermodynamic data for a speci�c species across a set of mechanisms.

� Show mechanisms that contain a speci�c reaction, e.g. O2 + N −−→ O+ NO.

� Show the rate parameters for a speci�c reaction in all of the mechanisms in which the

reaction appears.

� Compare the rate parameters for a speci�c reaction in all of the mechanisms in which

the reaction appears.

The OntoKin system consists of three main components - a User Interface (UI), a business

logic layer and the underlying knowledge base. A web-based UI to demonstrate the OntoKin

system is available at the following link: http://theworldavatar.com/ontokin. The UI

is also shown in Figure 3. The left panel of the UI was designed to enable users to upload

mechanisms to the knowledge base and the right panel was designed to support users to

query the knowledge base, including new mechanisms added by user.

The business logic layer includes a CHEMKIN to OWL conversion agent, an OWL �le

consistency checking agent, an OWL �le uploading component and a query component.
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Figure 3: A screen-shot depicting a web-based UI developed for the OntoKin System to
allow users to upload mechanisms published in CHEMKIN format to the OntoKin KB and
to query the KB for species and reaction data.

The conversion agent can assess the validity of a mechanism in CHEMKIN format, which

usually contains a mechanism �le and a thermodynamic data �le and can optionally contain

a surface chemistry �le and a transport data �le. If user-provided �les represent a complete

mechanism, the converter proceeds with the conversion and reports the success or failure.

Following a successful conversion, the consistency checking agent uses the HermiT Reasoner

to determine the consistency of logical axioms provided in the OWL �le. If the OWL �le

passes the consistency check, it is uploaded to the OntoKin knowledge base.
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The UI allows the user to select from a list of prede�ned queries. The user may addition-

ally constrain the query by specifying a species or reaction. The UI combines the user input

to create a SPARQL (SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language) query that is used to

search for relevant results in the knowledge base. The results are returned to the UI. Queries

for the comparison of thermodynamic data of a species and rate coe�cients of a reaction

across mechanisms are visualized as line charts. The results of the rest of the queries are

shown in tabular form. Figure 4 depicts the results of comparison of thermodynamic data

(the heat capacity, enthalpy and entropy) of O2 across a selected set of mechanisms in the

knowledge base.

The system was developed iteratively in consultation with researchers, in particular chem-

ists. As part of the process, the researchers uploaded several mechanisms for testing the

mechanism upload feature and comparing thermodynamic data of species and reaction data

with already existing mechanisms in the knowledge base. The summary of the evaluation is

as follows:

Uploading a mechanism with experimental data represented in CHEMKIN format is self

explanatory and supported by the OntoKin system. If a user wants to know the availability

of any mechanism for a speci�c species, the user can check this with the system. Once the

user looks up the species of interest, a comparison between thermodata reported in each

mechanism can be performed quickly and easily. In this case, the user can identify whether

there are inconsistencies between the thermodata used in di�erent mechanisms.

The system allows di�erent mechanisms to be searched for speci�c reactions and enables

easy comparison of the Arrhenius parameters for the reactions. This is important because

di�erent methods can be used to estimate the Arrhenius parameters for a given reaction and

the evaluation of the parameters can improve over time. With this feature included in the

system, changes in these parameters can be easily identi�ed.

Users who are developing new mechanisms can upload their mechanisms to the OntoKin

system to crosscheck data for species and reactions of interest. In the future, users will be
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Figure 4: A comparison of thermodynamic data for the species O2. Two di�erent trends of
heat capacity, enthalpy and entropy are observed across mechanisms at high temperatures.

able to use the knowledge base to retrieve the data that is most suitable for a given purpose

and include it in their mechanism.

The combination of experimental and theoretical results provides a sound basis for com-
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bustion mechanisms, in which thousands of elementary reactions are involved. These mech-

anisms attempt to represent the complexity of reactions in engines and combustors at high

temperatures and elevated pressures. For example, if a user is interested in modelling am-

monia combustion to predict NOx formation, the user will need to choose a mechanism

that contains appropriate reactions and kinetic parameters. To compare di�erent mech-

anisms, the user can employ the UI developed for the OntoKin System. In this case,

four mechanisms were uploaded to the OntoKin KB: GRI_Mech2_1142, GRIMECH_3043,

NO_Konnov_200944 and NO_Qi_Konnov_201945.

A well-known formation pathway is thermal NO, which includes the following key reac-

tion:

O2 +N −−→ O+NO (1)

The Arrhenius parameters for the reaction in Eq. 1 are shown in Figure 5. It can be ob-

served that the pre-exponential factor has di�erent values between mechanisms. The value

reported in GRI_Mech2_11 is three orders of magnitude larger than the other mechan-

isms. It is important to remember that GRI_Mech2_11 is the oldest mechanism. The

opposite behavior is observed for the temperature exponent, which has a value of zero in

GRI_Mech2_11. Three di�erent values are obtained for the activation energy. Since the

release of GRI_Mech2_11, a signi�cant amount of experimental data has allowed an im-

provement in the estimates of the Arrhenius parameters for the reaction in Eq. 1. As can be

observed in Figure 6, di�erent rate constant values are obtained with the di�erent Arrhenius

parameters. The estimated uncertainty in the rate constant, for this reaction, is a factor of

two46.

Another interesting reaction in NOx formation is shown in Eq. 2. This plays a signi�cant

role in the NO formation through the prompt route:

CH+ N2 −−→ NCN+ H (2)
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Figure 5: A comparison of the Arrhenius rate constant parameters activation energy, tem-
perature exponent and pre-exponential factor of the reaction O2 + N => O + NO across
mechanisms.
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Figure 6: A comparison of rate constants of the reaction O2 + N => O + NO across
mechanisms.

A comparison of rate constants of this reaction is shown in Figure 7. As can be observed, only

the Konnov 44 and Li et al. 45 mechanisms contain the reaction CH+N2 −−→ NCN+H (Eq. 2).
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Figure 7: A comparison of rate constants of the reaction CH + N2 => NCN + H across
mechanisms.

This means that GRI_Mech2_11 and GRIMECH_30 do not consider the formation of NO

through the prompt route and should not be used to model systems in which a signi�cant

concentration of CH radicals is expected.

These two reactions (Eq. 1 and 2) are simple examples in which the UI developed for

the OntoKin system can be used. See Supporting Information for a list of UI-based queries

and their corresponding SPARQL queries as well as how to use the OntoKin system and

query the knowledge base. The Ontokin system will allow the comparison of mechanisms

containing species and reactions of interest. This will simplify the identi�cation of mechan-

isms containing di�erent species and the thermodynamic data associated with each species.
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In addition, it will allow the comparison of di�erent reactions and their kinetic paramet-

ers. This comparison will be an important path to decide which mechanism will suit the

researchers better for their applications of interest.

SRM-ADMS for Simulating Atmospheric Dispersion of Pollutants

Figure 8 shows a cross-domain use case from JPS (http://www.theworldavatar.com/

JPS/?lat=52.076&lon=4.31&zoom=14.5&tilt=0.0&rotation=0.6). In this example, JPS

uses the SRM Engine Suite (https://cmclinnovations.com/products/srm), a toolset de-

veloped to model the performance of and emissions from internal combustion engines, to

estimate the exhaust emissions from �xed diesel generators.

Weather data

SRM Engine Suite 
Simulation

ADMS
Simulation

Web Server Web

Performance 
and emissions

Pollutant
dispersion

KB
 

RDF4J Server

Visualization in JPS

Figure 8: The SRM-ADMS use case.
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JPS then uses ADMS (https://cerc.co.uk/environmental-software.html), the At-

mospheric Dispersion Modelling System, to simulate the dispersion of these emissions in the

vicinity of each generator. The SRM engine simulations require as an input amongst many

others a chemical mechanism which contains species and reactions describing combustion of

the fuel used to operate the generators. These mechanisms are retrieved by an agent from

the OntoKin KB by querying the JPS knowledge-graph. The ADMS simulations use weather

data queried from the World Wide Web. The distribution of the emissions is visualized in

JPS as an overlay on a Google Map.

An API has been developed using the RDF4J Model API (http://docs.rdf4j.org/

programming). The API takes advantage of the choice to represent mechanisms using on-

tologies (in any of the Semantic Web formats including OWL and RDF). The API enables

the SRM to programmatically import mechanisms by sending a request with the IRI of

the mechanism to the KB. The KB responds by returning the RDF representation of the

mechanism, which can be converted to a form that is readable by the SRM. Here we have

exploited the ontologies including OntoKin and OntoCAPE and the KB to provide inter-

operability between software packages from di�erent domains, enabling them to be used in

both autonomous and interactive environments in JPS.

Importing and Exporting OWL/RDF Data Using a Mechanism Viewer

The Mechanism Viewer, originally developed as part of the SRM Engine Suite, is a tool to

visualise chemical mechanisms, including the elements, species, thermodynamic and trans-

port data, reactions and rate parameters belonging to the mechanism. The viewer has been

extended using the API developed for the SRM-ADMS use case to import and export mech-

anisms in OWL and RDF formats, and to browse, query and import mechanisms from the

KB. The Mechanism Viewer is part of the SRM Engine Suite - a commercial tool47. The

screen-shots in the subsequent �gures are reproduced here with permission.

Figure 9 shows the Graphical User Interface (GUI) of the Mechanism Viewer. Figure 9a
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(a) The �rst page of the Mech-
anism Viewer user interface.

(b) The summary of a mechanism.

(c) The elements of a mechanism. (d) A partial list of species of a mechanism.

Figure 9: The visualization of the �rst page of the Mechanism Viewer. It includes a summary,
elements and a partial list of species of a mechanism.

depicts the �rst page of the GUI showing two mechanisms called Reduced PRF ERC48 and

N-Heptane. The Reduced PRF (Primary Reference Fuel) mechanism was developed by ERC
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(Engine Research Centre) at the University of Wisconsin, Madison.

(a) Thermodynamic data of the species NC7H16.

(b) Transport data of the species NC7H16. (c) Reactions (partial list) of a mechan-
ism.

(d) The Arrhenius rate constant parameters of the reaction (1) in Figure 10c.

Figure 10: Visualization of thermodynamic data and transport data of a species, a partial
list of reactions and rate constant paramaters of a reaction.

In the Mechanism Settings area of the �gure, it shows the Import KB mechanism and

Export as OntoKin options to allow users to import mechanisms from the KB to the Mech-

anism Viewer and to convert mechanisms into ontologies, respectively. Figure 9b illustrates

the summary of the imported Reduced PRF ERC mechanism showing the fact that it has 4

elements, 73 species and 454 reactions. All the elements and their atomic masses are shown

in Figure 9c. A partial list of species and their molecular masses are shown in Figure 9d.

Figure 10, on the other hand, demonstrates thermodynamic data, transport data and

reaction data. Thermodynamic data and transport data of the species NC7H16 are illustrated
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in Figure 10a and Figure 10b, respectively. A partial list of reactions of the PRF ERC

mechanism is shown in Figure 10c. The rate constant parameters of the �rst reaction in the

same mechanism is shown in Figure 10d.

In this manner, the Mechanism Viewer is one tool that can be used to facilitate community

contribution to the growth of the Semantic Web by providing an easy way to query, retrieve

and distribute mechanisms. In the future it is proposed to develop tools to support more

advanced interactions with the KB. For example, to compare data between mechanisms, to

link to other data sources, to assess the quality of the data, to �nd and resolve inconsistencies

and inaccuracies and to retrieve consistent mechanisms using the best quality data for a given

system.

Conclusions

This paper has presented an ontological model to capture the semantics of chemical kinetic

reaction mechanisms, with a particular focus on combustion chemistry. The ontology was

developed using an iterative method that divided the development into smaller macro tasks,

with each task covering one aspect of the ontology in a given iteration. Learning was carried

forward between iterations, contributing to the overall quality of the ontology.

An ABox Manager tool was developed to convert mechanisms from the CHEMKIN format

to OWL, and vice versa. Bidirectional conversion was used to ensure full preservation of the

source information and facilitates backward compatibility. A KB containing mechanisms

from the literature has been developed and deployed using an RDF4J triple store and in-

cluded in the JPS knowledge graph. The use of the knowledge base was demonstrated for

example use cases, ranging from responding to queries to simulation of the atmospheric

dispersion of pollutants from combustion processes.

It is hoped that the tools developed in this paper will provide a �rst step to providing an

easy way to query, compare, and retrieve mechanisms via the Semantic Web. In the future
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it is proposed to develop tools to support more advanced community involvement, including

formulating an ontological model for the unique representation of chemical species, linking

to other data sources and identifying the best quality data for a given system.

Supporting Information

Supporting Information Available: [Queries to retrieve information from the knowledge base

via the OntoKin system and SPARQL Endpoint, and some formalizations.]
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